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About Us
BIOTECH INDIA, incorporated in 2015, is a noted company specializing in manufacturing
of world class Water Equipment and Allied Products such as Tube Settler Media, Tube
Deck Media, Mbbr Media, Fab Media,Bio-Pac Media, Air Diffuser. We are one of the well
reputed Manufacturers, Traders and Suppliers engaged in developing best of equipment
using ﬁnest grade materials. Within a very short span of time, our company has
successfully catered to the demands of numerous customers across the nation. It is our
dedicated efforts as well as commitment to quality that has resulted in a long list of
satisﬁed clientele. Our comprehensive range includes Tube Deck Media,Tube Settler
Media, Mbbr Media, Tube Deck Media, Flower Media, Pall Ring Media, Fab Media, BioPac Media, Saff Media, Biodeck Media, Biogrowth Media, Domestic Reverse Osmosis
Equipment, Air Diffuser, Filter Press, and more. Each of the product is at par with industry
norms and assures best performance as well as longer service life. We have a sound
facility installed with hi-tech machines, where all the equipment are fabricated under
expert supervision.

Research & Development
Our company holds vast experience in R&D of the aforementioned products/ equipment.
We have a specialized wing for research and development that enables us in keeping pace
with changing industry trends as well as upcoming technologies. Our R&D analysts keep
track of new developments & methodologies that are being introduced in the domain.
Further, they also gather the data from market through various surveys which further helps
them in deciding further plan of action.

Quality Control
Biotech India is counted among the best when it comes to Quality. As a well renowned
manufacturing company, we have been following client centric approach as well as
developing our range as per industry standards. All our equipment are manufactured with
high grade of materials/components sourced from certiﬁed market vendors. Moreover,
the entire range also undergoes varied quality checks before it is ready for dispatch.
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